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The must-have driver’s license practice test book for anyone who wants to ace Nevada's DMV

exam.Do you want to pass your DMV exam on your first attempt?Do you want to be ready for

any questions that may come up on your DMV exam?Are you looking for an easy, stress-free

learning experience?We’ve got the perfect solution for you.Getting ready for your driver's test

can be a long and stressful process. You have to study the handbook and take multiple generic

practice tests before you feel comfortable taking the real thing.The problem is that most of

those resources are either too difficult (the handbook), all over the place on the internet or

they're not focused on your state's particular requirements (most online practice tests).The

Driving School solves all of these problems. Our easy-to-follow questions will help you

understand everything from basic road rules to more complex topics such as fines and limits

specific to your state. We also provide detailed explanations about why each answer is correct

so that you know exactly what to look out for when taking your actual exam.You will cover every

section in the official driver's manual, so you won't have to worry about forgetting important

notions when you attempt to pass your exam. We've made studying for the DMV test a lot

easier. An all-in-one book, everything you need to know in one place, tests specific to the state

of Nevada25 diagnostic questions2 Practice tests of 40 questions each150 road signs

questions50 signs and situation questions55 questions about fines and limits, distracted driving

and driving & drinking.Study the questions tailored to your state's requirementsClear and

detailed explanations about why the correct answer is rightA bonus PDF with the top 100 most

frequently asked questionsThe link to download the official DMV manual of your stateUnlimited

access to everything you'll need for studying for your examWe have everything you need to ace

this test! Get today the practice test book that will help you prepare for the official DMV exam

and make sure that you pass it with flying colors!

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult ASWB® Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the

ASWB test: the ASWB tests are what we in the test preparation field call "content driven"

tests.While some tests are looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the

Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB) Licensing Examination, offered by the Association

of Social Work Boards (ASWB), are to test your understanding of what you have already

learned. The goal of the ASWB tests are to use a standardized testing process to create an

objective assessment of a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about

what you know than your ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who are

serious about being prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can

succeed on the ASWB tests by learning critical concepts on the test so that you are prepared

for as many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation is a process that

rewards those who are serious about being prepared, which means that succeeding on the

ASWB test is within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning the material.This is

great news! It means that if you've been worried about your upcoming ASWB test, you can rest

easy IF you have a good strategy for knowing what to study and how to effectively use

repetition to your advantage.But it also creates another set of problems.If you tried to

memorize every single possible thing you can for your ASWB test, the field of possible things to

review would be so huge that you could not hope to cover everything in a reasonable

time.That's why we created the Social Work Exam Flashcard Study System: we have taken all



of the possible topics and reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and

provided an easy-to-use learning method to guarantee success on your ASWB test.We wanted

this system to be simple, effective, and fast so that you can succeed on your ASWB test with a

minimum amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here Are Some of the Features of Our Social

Work Exam Flashcard Study SystemStudy after study has shown that repetition is the most

effective form of learning- and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive

learning fun and fastFlashcards engage more of your senses in the learning process- you

"compete" with yourself to see if you know the answers to the questions, and the flipping action

gets you actively involved in the learning processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white

67 lb. cover stock, and are laser printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are

professional-quality cards that will not smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major

content areas on the examOur flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which

means that you are much less likely to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving

quickly through the cardsOur cards are portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study

while waiting for the bus or the doctor, or anywhere where you have a spare moment that

would otherwise be wastedOur ASWB test cards are written in an easy to understand,

straightforward style - we don't include any more technical jargon than what you need to pass

the testThe cards are a generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and

they aren't so small that you have to use a magnifying glass to read tiny type- all questions and

answers are in a normal-size print for easy studyingOur cards include in-depth explanations-

you won't see any "one word" answers on our cards that require you to go get a textbook to

understand why your answer was wrong- all of our cards include generous, thorough

explanations so you not only get it right or wrong- but you also know why!We use a font

created by Microsoft to make reading easier- this will enable you to absorb more information

painlessly during late night study sessionsOur system enables you to study in small, digestible

bits of information- unlike using boring textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a "game" you

can play until you've mastered the materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study- they don't

even have to know anything about the ASWB test- if they can read, then they can quiz you with

our flashcards!Now, let us explain what the Social Work Exam Flashcard Study System is not.

It is not a comprehensive review of your education, as there's no way we could fit that onto a

single set of flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that memorization alone will

automatically result in a passing ASWB test score- you have to have the ability to apply it as

well. However, without the foundation of the core concepts, you cannot possibly hope to apply

the information. After all, you can't apply what you don't know.Social Work Exam Flashcard

Study System is a compilation of the hundreds of critical concepts you must understand to

pass the ASWB test. Nothing more, nothing less. --If you think there's even the smallest chance

that these flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt

stand in the way of your opportunity to achieve the test score you need to fulfill your dreams.--

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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NEVADA DRIVER’S PRACTICE TESTS+ 360 Driving Test Questions To Help You Ace Your

Dmv Exam.THE DRIVING SCHOOL© Copyright 2021 - All rights reserved.The content

contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or transmitted without direct

written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no circumstances will any blame or

legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation or

monetary loss due to the information contained within this book, either directly or

indirectly.Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. It is only for personal use. You cannot

amend, distribute, sell, use, quote, or paraphrase any part, or the content within this book,

without the consent of the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information

contained within this document is for educational and entertainment purposes only. All effort

has been executed to present accurate, up-to-date, reliable, complete information. No

warranties of any kind are declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not

engaged in the rendering of legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content within

this book has been derived from various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before

attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees

that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that are

incurred as a result of the use of the information contained within this document, including, but

not limited to, errors, omissions or inaccuraciesContentsJoin our Facebook

GroupBonusesIntroduction1. Diagnostic Test2. Practice Test 13. Practice Test 24. Road Signs5.

Situations And Signs6. Distracted Driving Test7. Drinking And Driving Test8. Fines & Limits9.

Exam Test PracticeA Message From The Driving SchoolJoin our Facebook GroupShare your

experience with other students and get answers to questions you might have! Scan the QR

code below or click the link to join.QR CODELINK TO THE GROUPBonusesThe Top 100 Most

Frequently Asked QuestionsDownload the top 100 most frequently asked questions. We

suggest you revise this document before your exam, so you can be fully prepared! Remember,

the more you practice, the better you'll perform on the real DMV exam.Click the following link or

scan the QR CodeIntroductionFirst of all, thank you for choosing this book. As you work

through it, you'll find a variety of questions to help you prepare for the DMV test. The questions

are based on the information in the Driver's Manual of your state and each one is designed to

help you better understand the material.The best way to use the questions in this book is by

practicing them. You can do that by following these steps:Take a diagnostic test so you may

quickly detect gaps in your driving knowledge and obtain a rough estimate of how much you

know about driving rules.Take the practice tests from beginning to end without stopping.After

you have finished, review all of your incorrect answers and read the explanations provided, in

the answer key, in the back of this book.Join the Facebook group and share questions or

doubts with other students.Remember, the more you practice, the better you'll perform on the

real DMV exam.In order to help you practice for your DMV test, each question has an answer

and a corresponding explanation. In some cases, more than one answer might seem correct. In

these cases, there will be explanations, after all of the possible responses, to help you

understand why those answers are wrong and the other one is correct.The NEVADA Driver's

HandbookThe Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles recommends that you study the official

manual. Please read it at least once to get a feel of what you will need to know to pass your

exam.Scan the QR code or type the link in your browser to download it.Cheat SheetsDon't

forget to download your Cheat Sheets, which will tremendously assist you in reviewing the top

100 questions on the DMV written test. Definitely worth reading before your exam. You will find



them at the end of the book before the Answer Sheets.We wish you the best of luck and

encourage you to take our practice tests as many times as possible!So don't wait any longer.

Start studying today and you'll be ready to ace your DMV exam! Thanks again for choosing this

book. We hope it helps you achieve your driving goals.And don't forget to write a review of the

book. We'd love to hear from you.About us - The Driving SchoolWe provide education services

to people who want to learn how to drive. The company's mission is ‘to provide safe and

competent drivers for our streets and highways’. We achieve this mission by helping people

pass their DMV written exams.1Diagnostic TestAre you just getting started with your study plan

and don't know where to begin? With this DMV Diagnostic Test, you may quickly detect gaps in

your driving knowledge and obtain a rough estimate of how much you know about driving

rules.Total Questions 15Correct Answer to pass 12Question 1 - Diagnostic TestIs it legal to

turn left at a red light?%¢ No way in Nevada%¢ Yes, but only if a sign expressly states so%¢ Yes, but

only when making a left turn onto a one-way street%¢ Yes, but only when changing lanes from

one one-way street to another one-way streetQuestion 1 - Diagnostic Test(D) When turning

from one one-way street to another one-way street in Nevada, you can turn left on a red light.

Before turning, you must still come to a complete stop and yield to all pedestrians and traffic. It

should be noted that the legislation in some other states differ in this regard.Question 2 -

Diagnostic TestIf you are convicted of running a stop sign, you will receive _______ points on

your driving record.%¢ 3%¢ 4%¢ 2%¢ 5Question 2 - Diagnostic Test(B) If you are convicted of disobeying a

traffic signal or stop sign, you will receive four points on your driving record. [Demerit Point

System, Nevada Driver's Handbook, Chapter 8: Your Driving Record]Question 3 - Diagnostic

TestHow far can you drive before turning left in a center turn lane?%¢ 50 feet%¢ 200 feet%¢ 100 feet%¢

150 feetQuestion 3 - Diagnostic Test(B) You may only travel 200 feet in a center turn lane

before turning left. In addition, after turning left from another route into a center turn lane, you

may drive no more than 50 feet in the center turn lane. Proceed with caution because vehicles

from the opposite direction may enter the lane. [Highway Markings; Signs, Signals, and

Markings; Chapter 3: Safe Driving; Nevada Driver's Handbook]Question 4 - Diagnostic

TestWhat exactly does this sign mean?%¢ A divided highway begins%¢ The divided highway

terminates%¢ Traffic may flow on both sides%¢ There will be two-way traffic aheadQuestion 4 -

Diagnostic Test(C) This sign denotes a traffic island or other impediment. You must visit both

sides of it.Question 5 - Diagnostic TestWhat exactly does this road sign mean?%¢ A construction

zone is ahead%¢ The forest zone is ahead%¢ Parking area ahead%¢ There's a rest area

aheadQuestion 5 - Diagnostic Test(D) This sign indicates that a rest spot is available on the

right.Question 6 - Diagnostic TestTires that are unbalanced or have low tire pressures might

cause%¢ faster tire wear%¢ reduced stopping distance%¢ improved fuel economy%¢ all of the

aforementionedQuestion 6 - Diagnostic Test(A) When the road is wet, worn or bald tires can

increase stopping distance and make turning more difficult. Unbalanced tires or low tire

pressures can result in faster tire wear and poorer fuel economy, as well as making the vehicle

more difficult to steer and stop.Question 7 - Diagnostic TestA double solid white line usually

separates two lanes of traffic%¢ merging right%¢ merging to the left%¢ moving in the same direction%¢

moving in opposing directionsQuestion 7 - Diagnostic Test(C) A double solid white line

separates two lanes driving in the same direction, yet crossing it is illegal. On highways, double

solid white lines are commonly used to separate a high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane from

other lanes driving in the same direction.Question 8 - Diagnostic TestExcept _______, you may

pass a vehicle on the right.%¢ on highways with at least two lanes traveling in the same direction%¢

while the vehicle is in the turn lane to the left%¢ when you are in the left-turn lane%¢ on one-way

streets with all traffic lanes traveling in the same directionQuestion 8 - Diagnostic Test(C)



When 1) the vehicle is making or about to make a left turn, or 2) there are two or more lanes of

traffic traveling in the same direction as you, you may pass on the right. (This might apply to a

multilane motorway or a one-way street.) A left-turn lane is only used for turning left (and U-

turns where permitted).Question 9 - Diagnostic TestOn divided highways, which of the

following are used as left-edge lines?%¢ Double solid red lines%¢ Double solid white lines%¢ Single

solid white lines%¢ Single solid yellow linesQuestion 9 - Diagnostic Test(D) Left-edge lines on

divided highways are used as single solid yellow lines. As right-edge lines, single solid white

lines are used.Question 10 - Diagnostic TestIf you come to an intersection and notice a steady

yellow light, you should%¢ slow down and proceed with caution%¢ accelerate to get past the light

before it turns red%¢ continue at the same rate%¢ stop if it is safe to do soQuestion 10 - Diagnostic

Test(D) A steady yellow traffic light indicates that the light will soon turn red. If it is safe to do

so, you should try to quit. But don't come to a quick halt or you'll get rear-ended. Before you

brake, always keep the vehicles behind you in mind. If you are unable to stop safely, proceed

through the intersection with caution.Question 11 - Diagnostic TestWhich of the following

parking locations are legal?%¢ 15 feet from a crosswalk%¢ 35 feet from a railroad crossing%¢ 35 feet

from a traffic signal%¢ None of the precedingQuestion 11 - Diagnostic Test(C) Parking is

prohibited within 20 feet of a crosswalk, 50 feet of a railroad crossing, or 30 feet of a traffic

signal. (There are other areas where you are not permitted to park.) Look for any signs or

colored curb lines that ban or limit parking.) In Scenario C, the car is far enough away from the

traffic signal to park legally. [No Parking Allowed, Parking, Nevada Driver's Handbook, Chapter

3: Driving Safely]Question 12 - Diagnostic TestTo enter a freeway, you must first%¢ enter the

motorway at the slowest possible speed%¢ stop before merging into freeway traffic%¢ stop and yield

to the traffic on the freeway%¢ enter the freeway at or near freeway traffic speedQuestion 12 -

Diagnostic Test(D) Enter the freeway at or near traffic speed. Keep in mind that the speed limit

on freeways is at least 65 mph, and it may be higher on some rural freeways. The right-of-way

is reserved for freeway traffic. However, unless absolutely necessary, do not stop before

entering into highway traffic.Question 13 - Diagnostic TestIn Nevada, the legal speed limit on

rural interstate roadways is at least%¢ 70 mph%¢ 45 mph%¢ 75 mph%¢ 65 mphQuestion 13 - Diagnostic

Test(A) In Nevada, the legal speed limit on rural interstate roadways is at least 70 mph,

although it may be higher in some areas. The speed limit for one portion of Interstate 80 was

lifted to 80 mph in May 2017.Question 14 - Diagnostic TestYou notice a railroad train

approaching a railroad grade crossing as you drive near it. You must come to a complete stop

________ from the nearest rail of the train track.%¢ between 10 feet and 150 feet%¢ between 15 feet

and 200 feet%¢ between 5 feet and 100 feet%¢ between 15 feet and 50 feetQuestion 14 - Diagnostic

Test(D) When approaching a railroad grade crossing and spotting a train approaching, you

must stop between 15 and 50 feet from the nearest rail of the railroad track. Trains are at least

six feet wider than the tracks they operate on, so stay away from them.Question 15 -

Diagnostic TestWhen there is insufficient light or when people or vehicles cannot be seen

clearly from a safe distance of _______, you must use your headlights.%¢ 1,000 feet%¢ 2,000 feet%¢

4,000 feet%¢ 3,000 feetQuestion 15 - Diagnostic Test(A) When there is insufficient light or when

people or vehicles cannot be seen clearly from a distance of 1,000 feet, you must use your

headlights (about two-tenths of a mile).2Practice Test 1Get prepared for the DMV driving

permit test exam by practicing with real questions that are very similar (often identical!) to

those on the DMV test.Total Questions: 40Correct Answer to pass: 33Question 1 - Practice

Test 1Yellow lines are used on one-way streets as%¢ lines on the right%¢ lines in the middle%¢ left-

edge linesQuestion 1 - Practice Test 1(C) Yellow lines are also utilized as left-edge lines on

one-way streets.Question 2 - Practice Test 1What should you do to recover from hydroplaning?%¢



Hit the brakes%¢ Increase the amount of force you apply to the accelerator%¢ Firmly hit the brakes%¢

Take your foot off the gas pedalQuestion 2 - Practice Test 1(D) When you drive too fast on a

wet road, you may experience hydroplaning. If your vehicle begins to hydroplane, do not apply

the brakes. Braking too hard may cause your vehicle to slip out of control. Instead, remove your

foot from the accelerator and allow your car to slow down until hydroplaning ceases.Question 3

- Practice Test 1When approaching and entering an acceleration lane, to match the speed of

vehicles in through lanes.%¢ Accelerate your pace%¢ Abruptly reduce your speed%¢ Gradually reduce

your speed%¢ Alter your lane and accelerateQuestion 3 - Practice Test 1(A) For entering

freeways, entrance ramps are provided. Typically, the entrance ramp leads to an acceleration

lane. Increase your speed as you approach and enter the acceleration lane to match the

vehicles in the through lanes. Keep an eye out for an opening in freeway traffic, activate your

turn signal and merge smoothly with the rest of the traffic. Unless absolutely necessary, do not

stop or slow down in the acceleration lane.Question 4 - Practice Test 1To get from a private

road to a public road,%¢ you must first activate your four-way flashers%¢ perform a quick turn and

enter the roadway, while blowing the horn%¢ you are not required to signal when entering the

roadway%¢ you must come to a complete stop and yield to the vehicles on the roadQuestion 4 -

Practice Test 1(D) Vehicles approaching from a private road or driveway must come to a

complete stop and yield to vehicles on public roads.Question 5 - Practice Test 1In the event of

a crash, your ___________ protects your head and chest from colliding with the dashboard or

windshield.%¢ head restraints%¢ lap belts%¢ shoulder belts%¢ steering wheelQuestion 5 - Practice Test

1(C) When you wear a lap and shoulder belt together, your chances of getting seriously

wounded in a crash are considerably reduced. The lap belt covers your lower body and

prevents ejection from the car. Your head and chest are protected by the shoulder belt from

colliding with the dashboard or windshield.Question 6 - Practice Test 1Use your _________

when driving in fog, rain or snow.%¢ headlights with low-beams%¢ lights for parking%¢ four-way flashing

lights%¢ high-intensity headlightsQuestion 6 - Practice Test 1(A) Turn on your low-beam

headlights to improve visibility in fog, rain or snow. High beams can produce glare by reflecting

off precipitation.Question 7 - Practice Test 1You may pass another vehicle on the right in which

of the following situations?%¢ When the vehicle is preparing to make or is making a left turn%¢ When

the vehicle is ready to make or is making a right turn%¢ When the vehicle is attempting to make a

lane change%¢ None of the above optionsQuestion 7 - Practice Test 1(A) When (1) the vehicle is

making or about to make a left turn, or (2) there are two or more lanes of traffic traveling in the

same direction as you, you may pass on the right. (On a multilane highway or a one-way street,

this could be the case.)Question 8 - Practice Test 1In road accidents, 40% of fatalities are

caused by a collision with the windshield, windshield frame or instrument panel. The majority of

these deaths can be avoided by wearing:%¢ a windshield coating%¢ a waist belt%¢ safety goggles%¢ a

shoulder beltQuestion 8 - Practice Test 1(D) According to statistics, 30 percent of traffic

fatalities are caused by striking the steering assembly, while another 40 percent are caused by

impacting the windshield, windshield frame or instrument panel. Wearing a lap/shoulder belt

significantly minimizes your chances of being killed in a crash. The lap belt covers your lower

body and prevents ejection. The shoulder belt prevents your head and chest from colliding with

the steering column or windshield.Question 9 - Practice Test 1If you miss a freeway exit, you

should%¢ stop and ask for assistance%¢ return to the exit by making a U-turn%¢ return to the exit by

backing up%¢ proceed to the next exitQuestion 9 - Practice Test 1(D) Don't stop, back up or try to

turn around if you miss your exit on a freeway. This greatly increases the possibility of a

collision. Instead, proceed to the next exit and find a way to return from there.Question 10 -

Practice Test 1When two cars enter an uncontrolled intersection (one not controlled by signs or



signals) from different highways at roughly the same time, the vehicle ________ has the right-

of-way.%¢ on the right%¢ on the left%¢ signaling first%¢ with more passengersQuestion 10 - Practice Test

1(A) The driver of the vehicle on the left must yield to the driver of the vehicle on the right,

when two cars enter an uncontrolled intersection (one that is not regulated by signs or signals)

from different highways, at roughly the same time.Question 11 - Practice Test 1If you notice an

old person crossing a street, you should%¢ stop the person by blowing your horn%¢ yield the right-of-

way by coming to a complete stop%¢ quickly cross the intersection by increasing your speed%¢

maintain your speedQuestion 11 - Practice Test 1(B) At intersections and crosswalks, you must

yield the right-of-way to pedestrians.Question 12 - Practice Test 1If you see an emergency

vehicle approaching with flashing red or blue lights and a siren, you must%¢ reduce your speed

and take it slowly%¢ speed up to get out of the way%¢ pull over and come to a complete stop%¢ keep

going at the same paceQuestion 12 - Practice Test 1(C) You must get clear of any intersection,

pull over to the curb or side of the road and come to a complete stop if an emergency vehicle

with flashing red or blue lights and a siren approaches from either direction.Question 13 -

Practice Test 1If a bicycle on your right arrives at an uncontrolled intersection (one without

signs or signals) around the same time as you, you should%¢ request that the bicyclist change

lanes.%¢ proceed because you have the right-of-way.%¢ proceed slowly with the bicycle%¢ yield to the

bicycle that arrives firstQuestion 13 - Practice Test 1(D) Bicycles must abide by the same traffic

laws as other vehicles. When approaching an uncontrolled intersection (one without traffic

signs or signals), yield to the vehicle or bicycle that arrives first. If other vehicles or bicycles

arrive around the same time, you must yield to the one on your right.Question 14 - Practice

Test 1The danger zones around trucks and buses, where accidents are more prone to happen,

are referred to as%¢ no-zones%¢ zones where no one is allowed to pass%¢ round-zones%¢ empty-

zonesQuestion 14 - Practice Test 1(A) Do not spend time in a no-zone. No-Zones are wide

regions around trucks, buses and other large vehicles where cars may disappear into blind

spots or get too close to prevent the truck driver from properly stopping or maneuvering. To the

front, back and sides of the vehicle, there are no-zones. It is impossible to totally avoid the no-

zones created by a heavy truck. However, do not stay in a no-zone for any longer than is

necessary to pass the vehicle safely and never tailgate a truck.Question 15 - Practice Test

1Tires that are unbalanced or have low tire pressures can cause%¢ reduced stopping distance%¢

tire wear that is accelerated%¢ increased fuel economy%¢ all of the abovementionedQuestion 15 -

Practice Test 1(B) When the road is wet, worn or bald tires, can increase stopping distance and

make turning more difficult. Unbalanced tires or low tire pressures can result in faster tire wear

and reduced fuel economy, as well as, making the vehicle more difficult to steer and

stop.Question 16 - Practice Test 1As you reach and enter an acceleration lane:%¢ come to a

complete stop, before attempting to merge into the motorway%¢ slowly merge into the motorway%¢

reduce your pace to match the speed of traffic in the through lanes%¢ increase your speed to

keep up with the traffic in the through lanesQuestion 16 - Practice Test 1(D) For entering

freeways, entrance ramps are available. Typically, the entrance ramp leads to an acceleration

lane. Increase your speed to match that of the vehicles in the through lanes as you approach

and enter the acceleration lane. Keep an eye out for a gap in the motorway traffic, engage your

turn signal and join gently with the other vehicles. If it's not absolutely required, don't stop or

slow down in the acceleration lane.Question 17 - Practice Test 1If you intend to turn past an

intersection, you should%¢ not signal until you have reached the intersection%¢ provide a signal, just

before you make the turn%¢ provide a signal, before entering the intersection%¢ not provide any turn

signal
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